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Tamer Institute for Community Education wins the Etisalat Award  
 

The novel “The Oil’s Secret Tale” by the Palestinian prisoner and author Waleed Daqqa, was announced 

on Wednesday the 31st of October 2018 at the Sharjah International Book Fair-UAE as the winner of the Etisalat 

Award for children’s book for 2018, under the youth’s book of the year category. The award was organized by 

the Emirati council for youth’s books, which is considered one of the most prestigious awards for children’s and 

youth’s literature in the Arab world.  

The “Oil’s Secret Tale” is a novel for young boys and girls, and one of the first works presenting prison’s 

literature to this age group. Illustrations for the novel are created by the artist Fouad Yemani, and placed in 96 

pages in middle-sized pieces, and is published by Tamer Institute for Community Education this year. The novel 

narrates the story of a boy named Jude and his animal friends, who undergo a journey full of adventures; to allow 

Jude to visit his father in the Israeli prisons. A journey full of surprises, discoveries and combines all possibilities, 

Jude, his animal friends and Em Rumi, the olive tree who gives him the Oil’s secret. A novel that breaks the 

obstacles imposed and made by the occupation. A novel that wins for childhood, for knowledge and for 

imagination.  

In this occasion, Tamer Institute congratulates its readers, partners and the Palestinian community for winning 

the award, and expresses its gratitude for the efforts put in the creation of this work. The Institution also 

congratulates the author Waleed Daqqa for this achievement, hoping that the book and writing will be the source 

for his liberation and all the Palestinian prisoners, and prisoners around the world.  
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Tamer Institute for Community Education is launching a new 

project in partnership with the Ministry of Education and Save 

the Children Organization-Germany. The project aims to 

promote public and school libraries as a “Third Place” to share 

participatory and creative learning and to enhance social 

participation through targeting 60 school libraries and 30 public 

libraries in Palestine. The project echoes the vision of Tamer 

Institute in building a safe environment that supports the culture 

of education in Palestine, and to provide the cultural activists and 

those who work with children with tools to strengthen their role 

in the community. In addition to, providing a space for self-

expression and to develop alternatives for formal education in a 

free and comfortable environment reflected in the “Public and 

School Libraries”.    

The Library as a Third Place project aims to bring the public and 

school libraries back to their role as places for knowledge and 

providing materialistic and intellectual capabilities rather than 

places for renting and returning books. Due to the current 

situation of the libraries where there is a scarcity in the materials 

and the capabilities and the vision to acquire this in an effective 

role. As we aspire to enhance these capabilities through this 

project by focusing on these main goals: 

1. Providing the librarians and the libraries with 

the skills and cultural tools to prep them as third 

places 

2. Increase the community participation for the 

individuals in the community and the 

participation of children in the libraries.  

3. Start initiatives and platforms for 

communication and collaboration between public 

and school libraries.  

 

The project was officially launched in September 2017, and ends 

in July 2021. The project targets more than 120 librarians and 

5000 child through workshops and activities, 1000 parents and 

10 youth groups from Jerusalem, Gaza, Ramallah, Jenin, Nablus, 

Bethlehem, Tulkarem and Hebron.  
 
 
 

The launching of ‘The Library as a Third Place’ Project 
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Tamer Institute for Community Education in 

collaboration with Cartoon for Peace Institute, initiated 

workshops under the project of using caricature as a 

learning tool.   

A group of students, librarians, and some youth from 

the Palm Trees group participated in these workshops. 

The workshops were held in different places in the West 

Bank and were led by the caricature artists “Mohammed 

Sabaaneh, Osama Nazzal and Khalil Abu Arafa”. 

Cartoon Workshops 
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As a continuation for the encouragement reading campaigns in the 

Palestinian society which were launched in April titled, “A narrow 

world calls for a wide imagination”, which played a role in overcoming 

mental, spatial and temporal obstacles, created by the occupation, 

obstacles that separate us from our needs. The campaign advocated for 

a wide imagination which enables us to think outside the limits, boxes 

and in open spaces.   

Tamer Institute and its partners executed the initiatives and central 

activities of Read to me Papa campaign, on Saturday 11/10 in different 

Palestinian cities. The activities were diverse and gave the opportunity 

for the fathers and their children to discover new worlds and to share 

dreams full of hope.  

The campaign’s activities varied as they were built in an interactive 

manner inspired from stories that have the imaginary aspect to them, 

and create discussions. As the story “My Grandfather’s Bed” where 

fathers dove deeper in wishes and dreams with their children, in 

addition to, the “Blue Door” story, where the fathers and their children 

went on a journey to discover the beauty of Palestine. These activities 

played as an icebreaker between the fathers and their children and was 

an opportunity for a constant interaction.   

The presence of the fathers was special, as there were parents who had 

participated in previous campaigns. The fathers met the needs of their 

children and participated with them in these activities and left with 

many positive impressions.   

Our campaign is still going through our partners in the public and 

school libraries, in order to take this further and to endorse the 

relationship of the fathers and the family as a whole with the public and 

school libraries, since hosting the fathers in public and school libraries 

is constant and the interaction between the fathers and their children at 

their home is constant due to our encouragement to have a small library 

at home.   

Al Mawared centre organized a painting workshop with Yarah Bamyeh 

in collaboration with Edward Said Conservatory, which is aimed at 

youth from the ages of 14-16 to produce a picture book that 

accompanies a previously written script during the ‘We Are Creative 

Together.’ 
‘We Are Creative Together.’ is a music-poetry production project in 

collaboration with Edward Said Conservatory, funded by the 

Norwegian representative for the National Palestinian Authority. The 

project reflects the vision of the two institutions in creating a safe, 

creative and expressive environment in Palestine; which is built on 

investing in and training the skills of the Palestinian Youths especially 

from the ages of 14-18 years old. The project aims to publish a book 

entailing poetry, musical notes and a DVD of the produced music. 

Read to Me Papa Campaign 

 

BamyehPainting Workshop for Youth with the Artist Yarah  
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 In the Institution’s constant pursuance in improving the quality of education in Palestine; by providing a free 

and safe environment in the Palestinian schools, and increasing the motivation of the students towards education, 

through cultural and artistic activities and initiatives that contribute to the encouragement of reading and writing 

and in improving the students’ skills in the main subjects “Arabic, Mathematics” using expressive arts. The story 

represents the essence of the educational process, with all its contents of knowledge. In addition to, stories being 

a source of hope and imagination and as a self-expression tool, thus, the school’s library was equipped with a 

group of books and stories. The librarians are currently being encouraged to participate in reading campaigns 

and the teachers are being encouraged to motivate the students to visit and be active in the library. The shelves 

in Arab Al Jahaleen primary school’s library were accustomed to the children’s reach. 

The project also works with students from Jerusalem, and students who are 

under house arrests in Al Tour, Issaweyeh, Selwan and Al-Mukaber 

mountain, through visiting them in their houses and developing their skills in 

reading, writing and mathematics by using interactive and educational 

methods related to expressive arts and stories as tools to endorse the 

intellectual and social skills.                                                      

Following the same footsteps, and to reach more students; workshops are 

being held for teachers in partner-schools to endorse and improve the 

teachers’ skills regarding their use of stories and children’s literature inside 

the classroom through mathematics and Arabic teachers. 

In order to complete the educational process between the school and the 

society; meeting with the parents are held in the school, which aim to endorse 

participation between the school and the parents, and to collaborate together 

to find mutual educational solutions for some of the negative student 

attitudes.  

The mobile library contributes in activating reading by reading stories and 

initiate fun activities for all students. 

 

Four years ago we named them blossoms that continue to grow and 

mature a day after the other. The Institute interacts with the children 

again for “My Future” project, and Tamer Institute is preparing to 

launch the supportive education project-10th year, funded by Abraj 

Group and supervised by Al Tawon Institute.  

 

Tamer perceives this project as an expressive space which enhances 

the educational level for children, and improves their abilities, skills 

and talents, through expressive arts, sports and technological 

applications.  

Our experience in working with children is an accumulative one, we 

look forward to having a rich and prosperous experience this year, 

where children are able to receive a good quality education, different 

and free spaces that are fun and safe where they can learn and express 

themselves, their thoughts and the questions they have. 

2019-Raising Hope Project 2017 

 

 

My Future Project 
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 Recent Publications of Tamer Institute ا

 

 

The Blue Door 

Author: Sonia Nimer 

Illustrations: Rao’f 

Al-Karay 

The Oil’s Secret Tale  

The Winner of Al Etisalat 

Award for Children’s 

Books 

Author: Waleed Daqqa 

Cover painting: Fouad Al 

Yamani 
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Recent Publications of Tamer Institute 

 

 

The Best Scarecrow 

Ever 

Author: Shireen Jaber 

Illustrations: Abeer Al 

Khateeb 

My Grandfather’s 

Bed 

Author: Ahlam bsharat 

Illustrations: Tareq 

Kamal 
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In the two days, the conference handled seven major topics, which included visual and 

illustrative scripts in the Arab children and adolescent’s literature, which are: identity, diversity 

and difference in children and adolescent’s literature, critiquing and in-kind experiences in 

terms of their methodology and conceptions (critiquing criticism), war and immigration, the 

general heritage and its manifestations in the Arabic children and adolescent’s literature, a close 

lens (special content on children’s literature) and finally the awards for children’s literature. In 

addition, more than 100 researcher, author, artist and librarian participated from different Arab 

countries in the conference, alongside a number of people who are interested in the production, 

children and adolescent’s criticism field.  

 

The importance of the conference could be summarized in the necessity to provide a platform 

for intellectual mobility on the criticism movement of children’s literature and the literature of 

adolescents in the Arab world and to provide the opportunity to enrich the movement of 

criticism in the field of children’s literature and the literature of adolescents through providing 

studies for the most important contemporary criticism issues, analysing the concepts and tools 

used in the criticism of children’s literature and adolescents’ literature, providing critiques of 

different publications, to form examples for various stakeholders and actors in the field of 

criticism, and building partnerships between institutions and individuals working in the field of 

children’s literature. 

 
 

In the frame of collaborating with the partners of Tamer Institute and public libraries; the Children’s Cinema activities 

are currently being held, with 600 children from the partner-institutions under the “Safe Spaces with their Friends” 

project from public libraries. The children are experiencing the cinematic atmosphere by prepping the library to look 

like a cinema; by darkening the place, organizing the chairs similar to the cinema, and having popcorn to live the 

experience of watching movies in the cinema like other children in the world.  

Through the month of October, around 15 gatherings of 300 children from different partner-institutions and public 

libraries in the North of Gaza, and Gaza. 

 

The children voiced their contentment with the movies they watched, through the discussions that were held after the 

movie, especially that it was their first time to watch a movie in this atmosphere. The children loved the experience 

and demanded that it should be repeated. 

 

 

The Development of Criticism Approaches in Arabic Children’s Literature 

Conference  

 

 

Children’s Cinema Activity 

 

 

Tamer Institute for Community Education hosted its first conference on Wednesday the 21st/11/2018, under 

the title ‘The Development of Criticism Approaches in Arabic Children’s Literature’. The conference was 

announced at the beginning of the year 2018, and during announcement period there were more than 100 

proposals from different Arab countries, with different titles and contents. Around 25 research proposals were 

chosen and were given feedback through a specialized scientific jury; as 22 research papers on topics and 

experiences regarding children’s literature were presented at the conference.  

 

After showing the movie “The Wish Granter” the children 

started expressing their wishes and desires; the child 

Mohammad Ghazal from Atfaluna Society for Deaf Children, 

said: “I wish I could have a care and become a director in a 

big company”                     

Some visits were not strictly about the cinema activities, but 

some children from the Atfaluna Society for Deaf Children 

met the Jabalya rehabilitation Society, and visited the 

classrooms in Atfaluna’s school and became familiar with the 

sign language used.  


